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ABSTRACT

The objective of this work is to study different binarization methods and to investigate
their effect on the performance of OCR systems. Two sets of document images and four
OCR systems were used to study several binarization algorithms. The simplest method
that chooses the median value of the gray levels, i.e., 127 from 256 levels, as the global
threshold value did not work well unless the scanner characteristic matched with the
nature of a collection of documents by chance. The best-fixed method uses the global
threshold value that minimizes the number of overall errors for a combination of an OCR
system and a collection of documents. Both Otsu's global algorithm and Niblack's local
algorithm performed, on the average, as well as the best-fixed method for the test data
sets. The ideal global threshold method selects the best global threshold value for each
combination of a page and an OCR system. Although the ideal method outperformed, on
the average, Niblack's method, Niblack's method processed some images better than the
ideal method.
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CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION

The task of an Optical Character Recognition (OCR) system is to convert digitized
documents into its intended text in a computer readable format. A character recognition
system includes several sequential modules where the output of each module affects the
performance of the following process (see Figure 1). Thus, in order to make the whole
system efficient, each module should be carefully optimized to improve the overall
performance.
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The OCR process itself involves a variety of procedures, such as feature extraction
and pattern classification, and several approaches exist for each of them [1]. Selecting and
tuning an appropriate method for each procedure is difficult. As it was stated by Trier and
Jain in [2], “the task of designing the best possible character recognition system is indeed
challenging.”
In spite of the fact that most OCR systems process only binary images, (i.e., an image
consisting of just black and white pixels), documents are commonly scanned using the full
range of the gray scale. Scanning using different gray levels is necessary for capturing the
original documents accurately. Moreover, it becomes essential when the documents to be
processed contain not just plain black and white text, (i.e., documents with different color
background as in magazines, textured background as in bank checks, different types of
ink, etc.). Also, the scanning process itself may introduce noise to the image in many
ways: convolution distortion because of its point spread function, nonuniform illumination,
paper reflection, and noise due to electronics [3]. Therefore, even though it is possible to
scan in binary mode, it is highly advisable to use the gray scale capabilities of the scanner
and leave the binarization as a posterior step to be performed by customized and
application-oriented techniques.
Two-level thresholding or simply thresholding is a binarization technique consisting of
comparing the gray level value of each pixel of the image with a threshold value and
assigning it to either the background or the foreground. Since significant information is
lost when the image is binarized, selection of an appropriate thresholding method is crucial

for obtaining an acceptable performance in the subsequent stages of the recognition
process.
Despite of the substantial proliferation of thresholding methods, there has been little
formal works that include comparisons of thresholding methods. The performance of
binarization techniques is hardly examined in the field of character pattern recognition. It
may be due to the difficulty of setting a reasonable evaluation criteria, the burden of the
data preparation chores, the lack of some special resources required for the experiments,
and the difficulty of interpreting the results in a meaningful and unbiased way [4].
Most thresholding algorithms have been developed for computer vision applications.
Thus, the comparison of their performance has been based on the test data and evaluation
criteria applicable in that field. Little work has been published on evaluating thresholding
methods using document images as input and OCR accuracy as a measure of goodness.
This work presents a study of the performance of different thresholding approaches based
on the degree of accuracy obtained when the corresponding binarized images are
processed by an OCR device.
Preparing text data for evaluating thresholding techniques is expensive. In optical
character recognition, data preparation consists not only in collecting a comprehensive set
of images and scanning them, but also in generating, by manually typing, the correct text
files to be compared against the OCR device’s output. In this work, two distinct set of
images will be used to conduct the evaluation of the different techniques: a set of scientific
and technical document images and a set of magazine images. The correct text files, also

known as ground-truth files, for each and every image have been created and meticulously
checked.
Besides the human resources needed for the data preparation tasks, disk space and
special devices are other resources that may mean sometimes a constraint to this kind of
evaluation. Storing just a single A4 document scanned at 300 dots per inch (dpi) in full 8
bit gray scale range requires approximately 8 MB. Thus, depending on the number of
pages in a test data set, it may need several gigabytes of storing capacity. In addition to
the huge disk space required, availability of special devices, such as page readers and
scanners, are another issue to consider. In order to make the evaluation more objective, it
is advisable to process the images with more than just one OCR engine. For the purposes
of this work, a scanning system with high resolution and four well-known OCR engines
will be used.
Finally, it is also necessary to define and follow a methodology that guarantee an
unbiased and meaningful interpretation of the gathered data. The analysis of the results
will be conducted using the jackknife method [16] and sign significance test [41], [43],
which are nonparametric statistical techniques for comparing the performance of the
different threshold approaches.
In summary, the main goal of this work is to compare a set of thresholding methods,
using an efficient evaluation methodology and to construct an objective framework for
interpreting the results in an unbiased way.

Previous W ork

Evaluation o f Binarization Techniques
Defining an appropriate set of evaluation criteria and assigning weights to them is
perhaps the most critical task when the performance of thresholding methods is studied. A
rudimentary approach can be human visual or machine-computed criteria as used in [5] for
evaluating binarization methods. Most of the work found in the literature for evaluating
thresholding approaches used evaluation metrics oriented to picture analysis, such as
shape measure and uniformity measure [4], [6], [7], [8]. Therefore, the results, as well as
their interpretation, do not necessarily hold in the field of document analysis.
The evaluation methodology used for this work, known as goal-directed evaluation,
has been already applied in OCR and its usefulness demonstrated in previous works [2],
[9]. It consists basically in using the results of a higher level down stream image analysis
module, e.g., the accuracy in a character recognition process, to evaluate the performance
of a lower level image process, such as the binarization of a grayscale image.
Belkasim et al.[9] used this methodology for evaluating feature extraction methods in
OCR systems. Trier and Jain [2] also used the same approach for comparing the
performance of eleven locally adaptive and four global thresholding methods. They also
demonstrated the suitability of this methodology in the field of character pattern
recognition and provided a framework for low-level vision modules.
Haralick [10] proposed a scientific framework to characterize image analysis methods
but it was based on using synthetic images, “which may fail to give valid results for real
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images if the assumptions about the image formation and degradation models do not hold”
[2]. Thus, the goal-directed methodology is a more appropriate evaluation approach.
Smith et. al. [11] studied the performance of their own thresholding approach against
three other algorithms over a fairly large set of document images and introduced the idea
of an ideal global algorithm computed from an exhaustive search for the threshold value
that gives the best performance in each page.
The drawback of most of these previous works is the lack of a statistical framework
that ensures an unbiased interpretation of the results. Therefore, the main contribution of
this work is that the evaluation of the thresholding approaches is conducted using:
•

Different and fairly large sets of sample pages

•

More than a single OCR system for the character recognition process.

•

Statistical techniques for analyzing their performances.

Overview of Thresholding Algorithms
Basically, there are two different and general approaches for thresholding a gray scale
image: global thresholding, where a single threshold value is calculated for the entire
image, and local thresholding, where a threshold value is computed for each pixel
according to some properties of a certain neighborhood of that pixel.

Global Algorithms
A formal definition for a global thresholding algorithm can be described as follows:
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Let a page occupy a plane coordinatized by x and y, and g(x, y) be the brightness
(gray level) at that point. Let T be a fixed constant defining the value of the global
threshold. Then

{

1

if gOri y) >= T

0

otherwise

where b(x, y) defines the output binary image with 1 and 0 representing foreground and
background, respectively.
Some of the most frequently used global approaches are: Kapur et al.'s entropy
method [12], Kittler and Illingworth's simple image statistic method [13], Otsu's between
class variance method [14], Wu et. al.'s quadtree method[15], Abutaleb's method [16] and
Tsai's moment preserving method [17].
Although their algorithms may be radically different, they all follow the same idea of
determining one fixed threshold value for the whole image. Pixels having a gray level
darker than the threshold value are labeled as foreground. On the other hand, pixels having
a gray level lighter than the threshold value are labeled as background. Sometimes, the
output of these algorithms is a set of threshold values where each of those values produce
the same binary image from the input gray level image.
In this thesis, Otsu's method has been selected as the representative of the global
methods on the basis of its good performance in previous tests [2], [4], [8].

Local Algorithms
Ideally, the image histogram is bimodal. That is, it has a deep valley between two
peaks which correspond to the background and the foreground, respectively (see Figure
2). In such a case, the threshold value is trivially assigned to the midgray corresponding to
the bottom of the valley.

mth llybfldTechnology

Figure 2: Bimodal Histogram

Figure 3: Multimodal Histogram

Sometimes the image histogram has many peaks, as shown in Figure 3, and a single
threshold value for the entire image is inappropriate. In those cases, a local thresholding
algorithm may be more suitable.
The image can be divided into several subregions where each of them has its own
threshold value. This is a good model for images, such as magazine pages, where the
brightness of the background and foreground differ considerably within an image.
A locally adaptive method is also useful in binarizing documents with very thin
strokes, which can easily disappear when thresholded globally, and bad original copies,

where lightening causes the same effect as fine strokes and darkening has a corresponding
effect on the gaps within and between the strokes.
Several local methods have been published. Simple local methods binarize a pixel
using the statistics obtained from its neighbor pixels [19], [22], [21]. Some techniques
calculate a threshold surface over the image and assign a pixel at (x, y) to foreground if its
gray level is higher than the value of the threshold surface at (x, y) [23], [18], [26]. There
are other local algorithms that just search for foreground pixels in a transformed domain
[24], [25], [27], [20].
Niblack’s approach [19] alone was evaluated using subsets of the test data. The
results showed that the performance of this method alone was poor. Therefore, Niblack's
approach with Yanowitz and Bruckstein's postprocessing [18] has been selected and
implemented for representing the local thresholding approaches, on the basis of its good
results in previous evaluations [2].

CHAPTER 2 EXPERIM ENTAL PROCEDURES
Test Data
The evaluation has been conducted using two different sets of pages consisting of 50
hard copy pages each. One set has pages from technical and scientific documents (DOE
sample), whereas the other has pages from magazines (MAG Sample).

DOE Sample
This sample set was randomly selected from the Information Science Research
Institute (ISRI) collection of a U. S. Department of Energy (DOE) database containing
technical and scientific documents. There is a considerable variety of typefaces as well as
type sizes, and the page quality ranges from clean originals to almost illegible photocopies.
See p.20 of [29] and p.28 of [31] for DOE page quality examples.

Magazines Sample
A set of 50 magazine pages was arbitrarily chosen from the ISRI's Magazine Database
consisting of 2 pages from each of the 100 magazines having the largest paid circulation in
1992 according to Advertising Age Magazine [32].

The main differences with respect to the DOE sample include:

•

Greater variety of typefaces and type sizes

® Original pages only.
•

Inclusion of colored text on colored background.
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•

More complex layouts.

•

More zones, words and characters.

To test thresholding algorithms, pages having subregions with different gray tones
and pages with complex layouts were selected. These pages were potentially hard-torecognize and would highlight the performance of each thresholding approach. No two
pages in this sample set have been chosen from the same magazine. Examples of the MAG
sample pages are shown in p.20 of [29] and p.29 of [31].

Table 1: Characteristics of the sample sets
Data Set

Pages

Zones

Text Lines

Words

Characters

DOE

50

92

1946

14700

91646

MAG

50

414

7175

28134

163485

Total

100

506

9121

42834

255131

In summary, a total of 100 hard copy pages were used for this work, 50 of them from
technical and scientific documents, likely to have just plain text, and the remaining from
magazine pages, most likely to cause trouble in the character recognition process. Table 1
summarizes the characteristics of both data sets.

12

Devices

Scanner
All gray scale images were scanned by a Fujitsu M3096G system. The characteristics
of a gray scale image generated from a hard copy page depends on the photometric
response curve of the scanner used [34]. This curve shows the output of the scanner as a
function of the reflection optical density of the input gray scale image [39].

The reflection optical density Dr is traditionally defined as:

Dr = -logio/?
where R is the reflectance factor defined by the ratio between the reflected flux O r and the
reference reflected flux <£>re [40].
The photometric response curve can be measured using gray test patterns. In such
test patterns, known reflection densities are digitized, their corresponding digital outputs
(gray levels) are recorded, and the characteristic curve of the scanner is estimated. The
following scanner systems were examined, and the results are presented in Chapter 3:

1. Fujitsu M3096G (using Vividata ScanShop software)
2. UMAX UC1200SE scanner (using Adobe PhotoShop software).

OCR Systems
The following OCR systems, which will not be identified with the experimental
results, were used to conduct the evaluation:

•

ExperVision RTK version 3.0

•

Recognita OCR version 3.0

•

Caere OCR version 138.1

•

XIS OCR Engine version 10.5

The first two are PC-based systems, and the last two are UNIX-based systems. The
first system was submitted to the ISRI Third Annual Test of OCR Accuracy [29], whereas
the other three systems were submitted to the ISRI Fourth Annual Test of OCR Accuracy
[31].
These OCR systems were operated using the ISRI experimental environment [28].
Their performance in terms of global threshold values are characterized by the exhaustive
search method described in page .

Data Preparation
Document Scanning
Each document page was placed manually on the platen of the Fujitsu M3096G
scanner and digitized at 300 dots per inch and 8 bits per pixel (256 gray levels). The
images were stored in TIFF file format using LZW compression scheme with higher gray
level corresponding to lighter tones, meaning that 0 is black and 255 is white.
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Manual Image Zoning
The goal of zoning is to identify the regions of text on a page and isolate them from
non-text regions. The zones are defined by a rectangle around the text region.

The manual zoning was carried out according to the ISRI specifications [33], which
roughly state that all text regions should be zoned except equations, handwritten
characters, stamps, logos and figures. Other exceptions are text with a different
orientation from the main text flow, and a zone containing incomplete text-lines
corresponding to a part of the adjacent page.

Ground Truthing
The ground-truth files are ASCII files containing the correct text for each zone of the
page. The ASCII text must be exactly same as the text printed on each zone of the image.
The general guidelines used for ground-truth file generation can be found in [33]

A ground-truth file was created for each of the 100 documents. They have been
carefully prepared by manual typing and the character accuracy is believed to be at least
99.99%. [29]

Test Image Characterization
To understand the nature of the test data, the following features were measured. The
black density is computed as the number of black pixels divided by the total number of
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pixels in the region of interest. This feature is calculated for each zone. The black density
increases as the global threshold value increases.

A connected component is a set of black pixels that are connected to each other. In
this thesis, 8-connectedness is used to detect connected components. The connected
component density is computed as the ratio of the total number of connected components
to the total number of characters in a zone. This ratio gives a rough idea of the
touchingness and brokenness of characters, and noise in a zone.

OCR Accuracy
For each OCR-generated text, a character accuracy report is produced by comparing
the text against the corresponding ground-truth text.

Character accuracy is computed by counting each character insertion, substitution or
deletion as an error [35]. Character accuracy is defined as follows:

C haracter Accuracy = \n - (# of errors)!
n

where n is the total number of characters in the ground-truth file, i.e., the number of
correct characters.

A program based on the jackknife estimator [36], [37] is used to compute an
approximate 95% confidence interval for the character accuracy (see page 19 for details).
The only assumption made in applying this technique was that the pages within each
sample are independent [31],

16

Thresholding Techniques

Exhaustive Search
To simulate the best-fixed method and the ideal method, each gray scale image has
been binarized at 36 different threshold values ranging from 59 to 199 (both inclusive), in
increments of 4 units, since usable quantization levels obtained from the Fujitsu M3096G
system are 64 [34]. Thus, a total of 3600 binary images are generated from the two test
data sets. The character accuracy for each combination of a binary image and an OCR
system is calculated. The mean character accuracy and the corresponding confidence
interval for each combination of a test data set, an OCR system, and a threshold value are
also calculated. The results obtained in this step are used to simulate the best-fixed
method and the ideal method as described in the following sections. They are also used to
characterize the OCR systems (see page 31).

Default Method
The median gray value of 127 in the 8 bits per pixel model is selected as the default
threshold value for the global approach. This method simulates a naive user who does not
adjust a scanner. Its performance strongly depends on the photometric response curve of
the scanner used (see “Scanner Characterization” on page 22).

Best-Fixed Method
The best-fixed method is defined as a global binarization method using a single
threshold that minimizes overall errors for a combination of an OCR system and a set of
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documents.

It simulates the best case performance for a user who tried to find a

reasonable threshold value for a combination of his OCR system and a collection of
documents to be processed. Sometimes, a set of threshold values that equally minimize a
total number of OCR errors can be found.

Ideal Global Method
The ideal global method finds the threshold value, which maximizes the character
accuracy of a page processed by a given OCR system, using not only the gray histogram
of a given image but also a priori knowledge of an OCR system. In order to simulate this
algorithm, for each combination of a page and an OCR system, the best threshold value is
identified from the data obtained by the exhaustive search process. No global method can
outperform this method.

Otsu's Global Method
Otsu's approach [14] is a nonparametric and unsupervised method for global
thresholding. It assigns pixels to one of two classes according to a threshold candidate T.
The optimal threshold is computed as the candidate that maximizes the following criterion
function:
T](T) = a b(T)2/ o r 2
where a b is the between-class variance and Or the total variance (not dependent of the
value of T).

Niblack's Local Method and Postprocessing Step
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Niblack proposed a locally adaptive method [19] by varying the threshold across the
image based on the local mean and local standard deviation within a local neighborhood of
each pixel. The threshold value is calculated for each pixel as follow:
t(x, y) = V(x, y) + K * o(x, y)

where (x, y) is the location of the pixel in the image and v(x, y) and a(x, y) are the sample
mean and standard deviation values, respectively, computed in a predefined neighborhood
of the point (jc, y).

For better results, Yanowitz and Bruckstein's postprocessing method [18] was used
to enhance Niblack algorithm's output image. In this stage noise and ghost objects are
removed from the already binarized image.
The main procedures in the postprocessing module are the following:
• A 3 x 3 mean filter, for smoothing the binary image.
•

Sobel’s edge operator [38], for computing the gradient magnitude of the smoothed
image.

•

Remove 4-connected components having an average gradientvalue

below a

predefined threshold T (No automatic method to calculate T is known, it needs to be
found by trial and error).

Statistical Analysis Techniques
Parametric tests of significance, such as Student's t and F tests, are powerful but
sometimes their use may be inappropriate. When the samples are small, those tests are

found to be very sensitive to the violation of the assumptions on which they are based, that
is, sampling from normal populations with identical variances. Under these circumstances,
we should make use of non-parametric or distribution-free tests of significance.

Jackknife Technique
The purpose of this technique is to decrease the bias of an estimator and to provide an
approximate confidence interval for the parameter of interest [36]. The method can be
described as follows:
Let Xi, X 2, ..., X„ be a random sample of size n from a population of observations
with real-valued parameter 0. Let CObe an estimator of 0. Divide the random sample into
N groups of size m observations each. Delete one group at a time, and estimate 0 based
on the remaining (N-l)m groups, using the same observation procedure previously used
with a sample of size n. Denote the estimator of 0 obtained with the ith observation
deleted by (0/, called a jackknife statistic (i = 1, 2, ..., N). For i = 1,2 , ..., N, form
pseudovalues
Ji = Nco - (N - l)cOj,

and consider
N

J(C0 ) =
where

^
N

2

(N co-(N -l)cO i) = N c o - ( N - l ) t 3 5 i
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J(go) is called the jackknife estim ator of 0, and it can be also written as

J(co) =

(0

+ (N-1) (to - 05i),

which shows the estimator J(to) as an adjustment to to, with the amount of adjustment
depending on the difference between to and GJi. The special case m = 1 is the most
commonly used jackknife [36], in which case

J(co)=

nto-(n-l)G5i.

More details of the jackknife method can be also found in [37].
This approach was used to estimate confidence intervals for each threshold value in
the exhaustive search as well as for the confidence intervals of the different thresholding
methods evaluated.

Sign Test
The sign test is another good example of a non-parametric test. It can be calculated
easily and its logical basis is easy to understand. Because it is a non-parametric test of
significance, it does not involve inferences about the parameters of the population, and
since it is also distribution-free, no assumption about the shape of the population being
sampled need to be made.
There are situations in which all that can be said about a comparison is "more than" or
"less than", "higher" or "lower." In these situations, the sign test is the only test available
[41].

Because of the relatively small number of image samples and the difficulty in
determining the parameters that define the population, the sign test turns out to be a
suitable statistical technique to analyze and compare the results of any pair of thresholding
methods.
The program used to run this test assumes only that the underlying distribution of the
variable of interest, the character accuracy, is continuous; no assumptions are made about
the nature or shape of the underlying distribution. It computes the number of times that
the character accuracy obtained from using a method (Ml) is larger than the accuracy
from another (M2). Under the null hypothesis (stating that the two methods are not
different from each other) it is expected this to be the case about 50% of the time. Based
on the binomial distribution a z value can be computed for the observed number of cases
where Ml > M2, and then compute the associated tail probability for that z value. See
[42] for a more complete description of the sign test.

CHAPTER 3 RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
Scanner Characterization
Figure 4 shows the photometric curves of the Fujitsu scanner and the UMAX scanner.
Clearly, the curves show that the typical 127 gray level of each scanner corresponds to
different reflection densities. For example, the reflection density of the gray level 127 of
the UMAX scanner corresponds approximately to the gray level 70 of the Fujitsu scanner.
Therefore, as suggested in [34], it is not valid to say that a particular thresholding method
achieves better results than choosing any fixed threshold value and that it is necessary to
note the corresponding reflection densities given by the scanner used for the test.
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The reflection density provides a device-independent measure to describe fixed
thresholding values. Some image formats, such as TIFF format, allow the optical density
corresponding to the gray values to be saved with an image. Thus, gray scale images can
be calibrated later.
In order to facilitate the discussion of this work, fixed threshold values will be used
instead of their corresponding approximate reflection density values. However, to
compare any result obtained from a fixed threshold value in this thesis to other
experimental results, the corresponding reflection density, which can be estimated using
Figure 4, should be used.

Test Data Characterization
Black Density
Figure 5 shows, for the DOE sample, the average black density ratio with respect to
the threshold value used to binarize the images.
However, the curve for the DOE sample seems to have a first inflection point,
corresponding to the dominating background gray level, near the threshold value 75. Also,
by the 150 gray level, the steep slope of the function indicates the presence of another
peak, likely to be the one corresponding to the dominating foreground gray value.
Similarly, the curve corresponding to the magazine sample (Figure 6) shows a faster
growing beyond the gray level 100. This suggests that, on average, the gray level
dominating the foreground can be found beyond that value.
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No evidence of other inflection points in the graph may suggest, the common gray
value for the background is found, on average, below the lower bound of the range of
threshold values evaluated.
Based on those graphs, it is noticeable that the plateau, where the black density grows
slower and where the valley between the dominating peaks is likely to be found, is
centered nearer the midgray value in the DOE sample, while it is shifted toward lower
gray values in the Magazine sample.
Figure 7 compares the pixel density curves of both, the DOE data set and the
Magazines data set. Clearly, the pixel density curve of the DOE data set increases slower
than the pixel density curve corresponding to the Magazine data test. Thus, it is expected
the performance of the OCR systems on the DOE sample set to be stable for a wider range
of gray levels.
On the other hand, the pixel density curve of the Magazine data set changes slowly
for gray levels between 59 and 133 and rapidly for the gray levels between 133 and 199.
The first part corresponds to the characters and the second part corresponds to the
background color. Therefore, it is expected that the performance of the OCR systems on
the Magazine data set to be good for a narrow range between the gray values 59 and 133.
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Number o f Connected Components

The typical curve of the ratio of the number of connected component to the number
of actual characters as a function of the threshold value has the following characteristics.
For threshold values near zero, the binary image consists mainly in background pixels.
Therefore, few connected components are found, and the curve shows an initial
background valley. Shifting the threshold value toward higher values, pixels
corresponding to parts of the characters begin to appear. As a result, the curve grows to
its brokenness peak. The peak itself corresponds to a particular threshold value where the
character brokenness is maximum. As the threshold value increases, more foreground
pixels appear, and character fragments are merged to form characters. Here, the curve
descends the optim um valley, where the optimum global threshold value is likely to be
found. Increasing even more the threshold value, more pixels are assigned to the
foreground causing touchingness among the characters. The curve decreases slightly to
the touchingness depression, where the number of connected components is the
minimum. As the threshold is shifted toward higher values, more and more background
pixels are assigned to the foreground, and the curve reaches the background-to-front
peak, what is usually larger than the first peak The image has its maximum number of
connected components. The fast growth of the curve to the that peak is typically followed
by a similar fast decreasing as the threshold is increased, and the background pixel brought
to front start to connect. A final foreground valley is observed in the curve as the
threshold value is set to the highest value. At this point, the image has few connected
components, since the majority of the pixels have been assigned to the foreground.
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Figure 8 and Figure 9 show the average ratio of the number of connected component
to the actual number of characters as a function of the threshold value for the DOE and
MAG samples, respectively. Even though the curves correspond to the averages of the
actual individual ratios, they capture the nature of the two sample sets.
Since the symbols in the English alphabet consist of one or two connected
components, an ideal ratio of number of connected components to the number of
characters in the image should be between one and two. The DOE sample seems to be
closer to that ideal. Besides, the curve corresponding to the DOE images agrees with the
shape of a single-image ratio curve. This suggests the homogeneity of the DOE sample
images in contrast to the magazines images. The shape of the curve in Figure 9,
corresponding to the magazine data set, is due to a shifted overlapping of the particular
image ratios. The second peak corresponds to a lighter background or half-tone regions,
whereas the third peak corresponds to the remaining background.

Binarization Sensitivity of OCR Systems
Character Accuracy Performance Curve
Figure 10 shows the average character accuracy given by the OCR devices in function
of the different threshold levels. All the OCR systems gave a consistently similar
performance curve that suggests the homogeneous nature of the samples. Based on the
graphs and for this particular data set, it is expected for the best fixed threshold to be
found somewhere near the mid range gray value, between 99 and 169.
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Figure 10: Average Accuracy By Threshold Value (DOE Sample)
Besides, the consistent good results given by the OCR systems for a fair set of
thresholds are indicative of the good quality of the DOE sample pages, and a similar
performance in all subsequent thresholding methods may be expected.
As expected, the OCR processing of the magazine data set gave worse results. Unlike
the DOE sample, better OCR performance was obtained when the images were binarized
at lower fixed threshold values (Figure 11). An optimum fixed threshold value can be
found between the 67 and 95 gray level, depending on the OCR system.
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Figure 11: Average Accuracy By Threshold Value (MAG Sample)
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Because of the intrinsically heterogeneous nature of the magazine pages, statistically
significant differences in the performance of the different thresholding techniques is
expected. A good binarization method is required to overcome the evident difficulty that
the OCR devices have in processing pages such as those in the magazine sample.

Confidence Intervals
Even though the average accuracy obtained for each threshold value is a good
estimator of the optimal thresholding value, statistical analysis is required to determine
whether or not the differences are significant. The jackknife technique provides a way to
estimate the confidence intervals. For a given OCR system, nonoverlapping intervals in its
performance for two different thresholds imply that there is a statistical difference between
them. Overlapping of any two thresholds means that nothing can be said about their
performance using the jackknife technique. The sample is simply not big enough to decide
which of them will give a better performance in the OCR process. Besides, a smaller
confidence interval suggests more consistency in the final results of the character
recognition process.
Graphs in Figure 12 illustrate, for each OCR system, the 95% confidence intervals of
the expected character accuracy for each threshold level. These graphs show that the
performance of these systems are stable between threshold values 67 and 179.
Similarly, Figure 13 contains the 95% confidence interval graphs for the magazine
data set. The range of threshold values that are statistically equivalent to the best fixed
threshold value for the magazine data is noticeably narrower than the range for the DOE
sample.

Figure 12: Confidence Intervals by Threshold Value (DOE Sample)
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Performance of the Thresholding Techniques
Best-Fixed Method
Error rate is calculated as the total number of errors incurred to process all images in
a set over the total number of characters in the corresponding ground-truth files. Error
rates at each threshold value, corresponding to each OCR engine, are shown in Figure 14.
The best fixed threshold value is defined as the value that minimizes the error rate
function.
The best fixed threshold can be thought as the optimal default value to binarize a
given data set. The best fixed thresholds were similar but not the same for every OCR
device. Error rates obtained in processing the magazine pages were considerably higher
than the rates corresponding to the DOE sample (Figure 15). The performance of all the
OCR devices was consistent and the best threshold for the Magazine data set seems to be
near a third of the full gray scale range.
Table 2 summarizes the best-fixed thresholding values for each OCR system and for
each set of images and their average error rates .

Table 2: Best threshold values and their average error rates
Data Set
DOE Sample

MAG Sample

OCR I

ocm

OCR3

OCR4

139

119

135

115

0.90 %

0.43 %

0.62 %

0.50 %

79

87

91

79

5.9%

4.3%

5.3%

3.7%
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Figure 14: Error Rate VS. Threshold Value (DOE Sample)
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Ideal Global Method
Table 3 shows the average character accuracy given by each OCR system for each
sample set.
Table 3: Average accuracy o f the ideal global technique
OCR1

OCR2

ocr.3

OCR4

DOE Sample

99.31 %

99.73 %

99.56 %

99 69 %

MAG Sample

97.52 %

98.61 %

97.53 %

98.27 %

Data Set

Otsu’s Method
Table 4 shows the average accuracy obtained for each OCR system when Otsu’s
global method was used to binarize the gray images.
Table 4: Average accuracy o f the O tsu’s method
Data Set

OCRJ

OCR2

OCR3

OCR4

DOE Sample

99.24 %

99.49 %

99.26 %

99.43 %

MAG Sample

96.22 %

95.12 %

96.59 %

95.19 %

Niblack’s Method
Niblack’s approach requires two parameters to be adjusted:
e

N: Neighborhood size
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K: Portion of the object boundary taken as part of the object.

There is no theoretical method to specify the optimal parameter settings. They have to
be determined experimentally for each particular data set.
For each data set, a subset of the images was tested to study the effects of K and N. It
was found that the choice of parameter N is more crucial than that of the K setting. It was
also found that values ranging from 10 to 15 are good choices for N. Small windows
(smaller N) preserve local details but introduce too much noise. On the other hand, large
windows suppress noise but lose the details of characters.
Niblack’s method is a very naive approach, and its performance in OCR is indeed
quite poor. In general, it reaches good character accuracy only for a particular set of
neighborhood sizes which vary from a page to another. The trade-off between noise and
details plays an important role on the performance. The best way to use this algorithm is
to set a neighborhood size small enough to preserve the character details, and remove the
noise in a subsequent postprocessing step.
To improve the performance of the character recognition process, a postprocessing
algorithm by Yanowitz and Bruckestein was used to remove “ghost objects” from binary
images generated by Niblack’s method [19]. The average performance of Niblack’s
method with Yanowitz and Bruckstein's postprocessing step is summarized in Table 5.
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Table 5: Average accuracy o f Niblack’s m ethod with postprocessing
Data Set

OCRI

OCR2

OCR3

OCR4

DOE Sample

99.13 %

99.56 %

99.31 %

99.46 %

MAG Sample

97.33 %

97.66 %

97.78 %

97.80 %

The results obtained from the binary images generated by Niblack’s method with the
postprocessing step will be used in the following statistical analysis.
Com parison of the Thresholding Techniques
Figure 16 and Figure 17 show the confidence intervals estimated by the Jackknife
method for the DOE sample and the Magazine sample, respectively. Figure 16 clearly
shows that each and every interval overlaps with the others. Therefore, no statistically
meaningful difference among the performance of the binarization methods was detected by
the Jackknife method. Even though one technique might, on the average, outperform the
rest, it is not statistically valid to state that it is the best one.
On the other hand, Figure 17 shows that the performance of the default method is
significantly worse than that of the ideal method, Otsu's method, and Niblack's method.
Moreover, for OCR2 and 4, the performance of the default method was also significantly
worse than that of the best fixed method. These results showed that the default method is
no longer appropriate for magazine pages. Clearly and quite consistently, almost every
OCR system agreed that the remaining binarization method is better than the default
method. The results also suggest that the default method does not perform well unless the
nature of a set of documents matches with the characteristic of a scanner by chance.
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Figure 16: Confidence Intervals for each Method (DOE Sample)
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Figure 17: Confidence Intervals for each Method (MAG Sample)
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The ideal method outperforms not only the default method but also the best-fixed
method and Otsu's method. Since Otsu's method does not use any a priori knowledge of a
particular OCR system, this result suggests that adding a system dependent error
correction term may be able to improve the performance of Otsu's method for black and
white documents.
Otsu(7) + Correction^, S)
where / is a page image and S is a set of parameters that depend on a particular OCR
system.
In general, for both the DOE sample and the Magazine sample, there is no significant
differences among the best-fixed method, Otsu's method, and Niblack's method. Yet
Otsu's method and Niblack's method does not require any training process.
Sign Test
Table 6 summarizes the results of applying sign significance test to each pair of
thresholding methods over the DOE sample (intermediate results are presented in
Appendix A, p.51). Each cell contains either the initial of the method the outperformed in
the pair-wise comparison using sign test, a question mark, if no statistical difference was
found between the methods compared, or N/A, for

“not applicable.” According the

performance given by every OCR system, the ideal global method is, on the average, the
best technique. While for OCR1, Otsu’s method is, on the average the second best, OCR4
had better result when best-fixed was used.
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Table 6: Statistical comparison using sign test (DOE sample).
Method -»

Best-Fixed

Ideal

Niblack

Otsu

OCR System

OCR System

OCR System

OCR System

Default

N/ A

N/ A

N/ A

Best-Fixed

N/ A

N/ A

N/ A

As shown in Table 7, the ideal method is, on the average, the best choice among the
techniques being compared. On the other hand, in general, the performance of the default
method suggests that this method is not convenient for binarizing the magazine data set.
Only with OCR4 results was not possible to decide about Niblack and the default method,
but in general default midgray level is a surely a bad choice for this kind of images.
According to OCR3’s performance, both Niblack and Otsu are, in average, better
than the best-fixed global method, but nothing can be said regarding the results of the
remaining OCR systems.
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Table 7: Statistical comparison using sign test (MAG sample).
Best-Fixed

Ideal

Niblack

Otsu

OCR System

OCR System

OCR System

OCR System

Method —>

I

1 2

1

3

2

1 US

3

1 1Bill

3

4.

sill O

O

0

*

4

Default

B

I®

B

f||§

N/ A

N/ A

N/ A

N/ A

N/ A

N/ A

N N

__
Best-Fixed

N/ A

?

?

N
V-1 7

0

N

?

?

’
Ideal

HI

jjj

mu 1

1

SB

■

Niblack

I
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IBI1
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I

?
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Although the ideal method outperformed, on the average, Niblack's method, Niblack's
method processed some pages in the test sets better than the ideal method as shown in
Table 8 and Table 9. Since two parameters used by Niblack's algorithm were not carefully
tuned to a particular OCR system, this issue needs to be investigated in the future. It is
also interesting to develop a local algorithm that performs, on the average, at least as well
as the ideal method.

CHAPTER 4 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

Five thresholding approaches have been used to binarize two different data sets of
gray scale images. Their performances have been measured according to the character
recognition accuracy obtained by four OCR systems.
The relationship between gray values and reflection density depends of the scanner
used, and, even more, the way it is calibrated. Therefore, if fixed gray values are used to
compare thresholding methods, they should be translated to their corresponding reflection
densities. This will guarantee a more device-independent measure of the comparison and
the results should hold for any scanner systems used to digitize the testing images.
The results showed that the default threshold value was acceptable when the Fujitsu
scanner was used to digitize the DOE documents. However, if the UMAX scanner were
used to digitize the DOE documents, the default method would not get the reasonable
results because UMAX'S 127 gray value is same as Fujitsu's 70 gray value (see Figure 4).
On the other hand, reasonable performance would be achieved by the OCR systems if the
UMAX scanner were used to digitize the Magazine pages.
When the Fujitsu scanner was used to digitize the DOE documents, no significant
difference was observed between the best-fixed method and the default method. On the
other hand, using the Fujitsu scanner to digitize the Magazine documents, the best-fixed
method clearly outperformed the default method. If the UMAX scanner were used, the
results would be reversed. The results suggest that we need to find a reasonable threshold
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value if we do not know the characteristics of a scanner and the nature of a collection of
documents.
The sign test showed that Otsu's method is, on the average, as good as the best-fixed
method. In other words, the user can get performance similar to that of the best-fixed
method from Otsu's method using any scanner without any training.
Using the jackknife method, it was observed that Otsu's method is not significandy
worse than the ideal method when it binarized the DOE sample. On the other hand, for the
Magazine sample, the performance of Otsu's method was significandy worse than that of
the ideal method by OCR3. The remaining systems did not make significantly more
mistakes from the binary magazine images generated by Otsu's method. The results agree
with the (theoretical) characteristics of Otsu's method; it is a suboptimal and works well
with bimodal histograms.
The sign test also showed that, on the average, the performance of Niblack's method
is same as that of the best-fixed method for both the DOE samples and the Magazine
samples. Similarly, the performance of Niblack's method is, on the average, the same as
that of Otsu's method for both the DOE samples and the Magazine samples.
The performance of a local threshold was compared to the upper bound of the global
approach based on the simulated ideal global method. Although, the ideal method
outperformed, on the average, Niblack's method, for some pages, Niblack's method
processed some pages in both, the DOE set and the Magazine set, better than the ideal
method without using any OCR system specific knowledge. The result confirms the
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opinion that the binarization research should focus on local approaches rather than the
global approaches.
The OCR accuracy measure was used to study the performance of binarization
algorithms. In this thesis, the speed performance of the algorithms was not examined. In
general, the global methods are much faster than the local methods. The good
performance of the ideal threshold method showed the usefulness of the global approach
for processing bimodal gray histograms. From engineering point of view, a global
threshold method that is tuned to a particular OCR system might provide a good solution
for some applications because of its speed. One way to customize a global algorithm for a
given OCR system is to add an error correction term, such as Otsu(x, y) + Correctionfx,
y). On the other hand, the author’s experience suggests that different correction functions
might be needed for different data sets. Therefore, it is critical to develop a cost effective
tuning (training) method.
New thresholding methods or modified approaches appear every day. However, their
actual performance in optical pattern recognition is most of the time poorly tested or even
completely unknown. Therefore, an extension of this work can be the evaluation of a
greater number of local as well as global thresholding techniques in the context of the
character recognition field.
Besides, an even larger OCR experimental environment is recommended for testing
different approaches. This means more sample pages from a variety of document sets, e.g.,
fax machine pages, handwritten originals, newspapers pages, etc., are needed.

In conclusion, the availability of a huge and consistent testing environment and the
use of appropriate statistical techniques to interpret the results in an unbiased way are the
keys for a good evaluation of thresholding methods.

APPENDIX A: INTERM EDIATE RESULTS

The following tables are intermediate tables that were used to run the sign test. Ideal
global method was not compared with suboptimal global thresholding methods.
Table 8: Pair-wise Comparison o f the Perform ances (DOE Sample).
Better Performance

Better Performance

Number Images

of First Method

of Second Method

Same Performance

OCR System

OCR System

OCR System

1

2

3

16

17

16
*

18

14

27

13

22

27

1

2

3

4

1

2

3

4

11

19

14

13
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19

21

21
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20

7

16

32
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5

11

33
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6

11

3K
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3

2
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7
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9
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14
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Best-Fixed
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Niblack
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—
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W
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"

Ideal VS.
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Table 9: Pair-wise Comparison of the Performances (MAG Sample).
Better Performance

Better Performance

Number Images

of First Method

of Second Method

Same Performance

OCR System

OCR System

OCR System

3

2

3
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40
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